




Creator of innovative items born of a passion for the Cosmos





With a focus on the future, CASSIOM designs and sells 
exceptional innovative decorative items that have never 
been seen before.

These items interpret, explain and appropriate scientific 
exploration of the Cosmos and great discoveries.

Decor furniture to explore the outer space, Les Objets 
Célestes, dive into the heart of astronomy and design.

Useful, unusual, often exclusive collector's items, they can 
also be broken down into several versions that are more or 
less sophisticated in their design and materials. Made to 
order and in series, they are suited to all spaces.

They are also exceptional design decorative items that are 
decorative art items that are precious too all aesthetics. 

Unique in its genre, CASSIOM collections bring together the 
astronomy buffs and those with a passion for decoration 
who collect signed items, which are testimony to our place 
in the infinite universe

Thanks to CASSIOM, astronomers, space designers, 
dreamers and aesthetes experience an unprecedented 
vision of the sky, an opening to life that is resolutely 
modern and innovative. 





Celestial exploration has existed since the dawn of time. 
Cassiom combines astronomy and design to revolutionise 
the experience, let's start now!





Erol 
Luc Billières

Collection ALUNIS 

Sébastien Crêteur 

Collection NEBULLA 



St Mandé-born in 1953, lives and works in Vendoeuvres, France 

An engineering graduate from Arts et Métiers, Erol imagined a series of 
sculptures based on his mastery of digital technologies. 

It is with computer tools that he expresses his universe more precisely. 

A visionary and sometimes an activist, he questions us about our 
perception of the world. All his works have the same fixed idea: to show 

what makes the essence of  t hings. Whether he simplifies his works by only 
keeping the fundamental lines or he pushes precision to the extreme, as in 

his particularly realistic representation of the planets and the moon, he 
does it to always show us the imprint of reality. 

Erol



 

Montauban-born in 1970, lives and works in Meauzac 

The artist Luc Billières is developing a work focused on space and through it, 
the creation of life. He creates lunar soils, comets, planets, ... cosmic events 

through sculptures or paintings in relief. After having laid the foundations 
including gravity and magnetic fields, Luc Billières breaks down his work into 

three main axes: "craterization", "promises of life" and "memories of the 
Earth". With regard to scientific resonance, the artist focuses on 

intencionality: how and why matter acts and reacts and under which laws? 
By identifying selected moments, Luc Billières created an object, which, after 
ignoring scientific material, represents an intention touching on this scientific 

reality. 

*Photo courtesy of the artist,  vente Apollo 1969-2019 - Tableau "un petit pas", SVV Lucien
Paris- Douot

Luc Billières 



www.cassiom.com 



Sébastien Crêteur 

Valenciennes-born in 1975, lives and works in Gourdon. 

With a university education in plastic arts and after a few 
years working in architecture, Sébastien Crêteur 

returned to what has livened him up since childhood: 
time. 

Passionate about astronomy and archaeology, disciplines 
with which he articulates his approach, he appropriates 

his own time to make a medium and an object. 

His work is at the crossroads between the object, the 
universe, and the viewer of the cosmos. 

Courtesy of the artist, photo by Léa Coispel©, Vanité autoportrait

www.cassiom.com 



Les Objets Célestes 

 CASSIOM COLLECTIONS
Proud to be at the heart of French excellence, both designer and 

publisher of art, the company CASSIOM presents unique, custom-made 
and limited edition works. 

ORIGINAL WORKS OF ART AND ART EDITIONS CASSIOM©  

Artworks in our collections, are exclusive creations made by our artists. 

They are sold with the certificate signed by the artist if the artwork is 
not directly signed by himself. 

For more information, please consult our practical information leaflet.

----------------------------- 

For any further information regarding your order and our collections, 
please do not hesitate to contact us at contact@cassiom.com. 

www.cassiom.com 





www.cassiom.com 

CASSIOM®  
115, Impasse des Dahlias 30000 Nîmes- FR 

+33 749 12 80 88
www.cassiom.com

contact@cassiom.com  
SASU Cassiom  
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CASSIOM© 
Copyright 2020  

All rights reserved 
Cassiom® designs are copyright protected 

Created, designed, and made in France 
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